Healthbox is dedicated
to empowering the
reinvention of healthcare.
Your solution could
take us there.
2018 Healthbox Studio
October 8-12 | Chicago
The Healthbox Studio supports the advancement of
entrepreneurial innovation in healthcare. The five-day program
helps accelerate emerging digital health startups through
peer-to-peer collaboration, speaker sessions, and fostering
relationships with healthcare leaders, investors, and members
of the Healthbox team.
Ten early stage companies will be selected to participate.
This unique program is free of charge to all participating
companies with no required equity exchange.
Who should apply? Seed to Series A digital health companies
uniquely addressing existing industry pain points that are pilot
ready or have early customers on the platform.

Apply by June 24 at
healthbox.com/events/studio

#HBXCHI18
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FAQ
“The Studio week was
fantastic. Connections
from Healthbox have made
an impact on every aspect
of our business.”
—Hilary Hatch, Founder & CEO, Vital Score

4.9/5

reported valuable experience rating
—2017 Healthbox Studio Participant Survey

80%

of mentors plan to continue
the conversation with a company
they mentored
—2017 Healthbox Studio Mentor Survey

About Healthbox
Healthbox is an innovation consulting
and fund management services
firm that helps organizations
determine when and how to build,
buy, or partner. The Studio is a nod
to our roots as an accelerator and
continues our legacy of supporting
entrepreneurial innovation in
healthcare.

What is the typical profile of companies
accepted into the program?
Typically, participants chosen for the Studio are early stage digital
health companies with experienced founders. Seed—Series A
companies with a product or product-ready prototype who are
pilot ready or have early customer relationships are the best fit.
Companies should be well-developed with a clearly articulated value
proposition, but interested in learning and getting feedback from
industry experts. You do not have to be fundraising to qualify for the
program.

What is the financial requirement for companies
to participate in the program?
Healthbox does not provide funding or require equity exchange as a
condition to participate in the Studio. All companies are responsible
for covering the costs of travel and lodging for the program dates.

What are participant expectations?
Two representatives from the founding and/or executive team
are expected to participate. Representatives must be open to
feedback and willing to participate in meaningful discussions. At
least one representative is expected to attend each session, barring
extenuating circumstances, with full engagement in Studio activities
throughout the week. Additional team members are welcome.

What’s in it for Healthbox?
The Healthbox Studio provides our team the opportunity to actively
support entrepreneurial innovation and keeps our finger on the pulse
of transformative new solutions in the market. Through engaging our
network of industry leaders as speakers and mentors of the program
we’re building excitement around innovation within healthcare —
which we believe is a win for everyone.

Will any formal relationship with Healthbox
continue post-program?
Healthbox will debrief with each Studio company post-program
to share guidance and feedback. Although there is no formal
post-program relationship, Healthbox will continue to support the
development of Studio companies after the program. It is our goal to
cultivate relationships between Healthbox, our network, and Studio
companies.

Who comprises the Healthbox network?
The Healthbox network is comprised of executive, innovation,
and business development leaders from provider and payor
organizations, as well as successful entrepreneurs, investors, and
other industry partners. Many of these influencers contribute their
industry expertise as speakers and mentors at the Studio program.
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